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1. Introduction

Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI) 

developed a computational code, Simulation of 

Radioactive nuclides Interaction Under Severe accidents 

(SIRIUS), for predicting a radioactive material behavior 

in the reactor coolant system (RCS) in a nuclear power 

plant during severe accidents [1,2]. A thermal-hydraulic 

data needed in the SIRIUS calculation was separately 

provided by the CSPACE (COMPASS-SPACE) code 

[3]. A SIRIUS validation for an aerosol deposition 

during its transportation in the closed loop was 

performed using the Marviken test results [4,5]. In this 

calculation, the SIRIUS calculation was independently 

conducted using the thermal-hydraulic data generated at 

the time interval of 1 s by the CSPACE code. KAERI 

recently has developed the coupled calculation method 

between the SIRIUS and CSPACE codes. It is necessary 

to perform the SIRIUS validation for the aerosol 

transport against the Marviken test for seeing the 

difference between the separated calculation and 

coupled calculation. 

2. Aerosol Removal Models in the SIRIUS Code

The gases and aerosols of fission products are 

transported through the RCS as loaded into the carrier 

gas or liquid. If the RCS and containment are simulated 

as nodes and linked by a general thermal-hydraulic code, 

the fission product transport equations for the gas and 

aerosol phases of the i-group can be designated by Eqs 

(1) and (2) at the given thermal-hydraulic node n [1,4]. 

In the Eq. (2), an aerosol removal rate (   ) consists of 

gravitational settling (sed), inertia deposition (imp), 

diffusiophoresis (diff), and thermophoresis (th) [6]. 

          (1) 

 (2) 

The gravitational settling simulates the aerosol falling 

down to the bottom wall due to gravity according to its 

mass increase through a coalescence process in the 

relatively high aerosol concentration region. We use the 

dimensionless aerosol removal rate constant (Eqs. (3) 

and (4)) for the gravitational settling as a function of 

dimensionless suspended mass concentration [6].  

    (3) 

    (4) 

Aerosol particles in the mixture of steam and 

hydrogen flow in the RCS loop can be removed when 

the aerosol collide with the bent wall due to their inertia. 

For modelling the inertia removal phenomenon, we also 

use the dimensionless aerosol removal rate constant as 

function of dimensionless suspended mass concentration 

following Epstein and Ellison such as Eqs. (5) and (6) 

[6].  
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The diffusiophoresis simulates the aerosol diffusion 

due to the aerosol concentration gradients in a 

nonuniform gas mixture. This concentration gradient 

usually occurs around the wall surface because the 

(udiff) due to the diffusiophoresis may be expressed as 

Eq. (7) where D12 is a diffusion coefficient of the vapor 

in the noncondensible gas [1]. The removal rate 

constant for the diffusiophoresis (Eq. (8)) can be 

obtained by dividing diffusiophoresis velocity (udif) by 

effective height (heff). 
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The thermophoresis accounts for the movement of the 

aerosol particles suspended in the mixture gas flow 

toward a cooler temperature region. We use the velocity 

due to the thermophoresis (Eq. (9)) proposed by Epstein 

[6]. The removal rate constant (Eq. (10)) for the 

thermophoresis can be obtained by dividing 

thermophoresis velocity (uth) by effective height (heff). 

The effective height is defined as the ratio of volume to 

surface area of the control volume. 
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3. Numerical Analysis for the Aerosol Transport

3.1 Marviken Test Condition and Results [5] 

The Marviken test (Test-2b) was conducted by 

injecting the aerosol sources of CsI, CsOH, and Te into 

the pressurizer. The injected aerosols were transported 

with the steam from the pressurizer to the relief tank. 

The mass of the aerosol deposited on the walls of the 

pressurizer and pipes were measured in the test. The test 

conditions are summarized in Table 1. The test results 

showed that approximately 40% of the injected aerosol 

mass is deposited on the pressurizer bottom region. The 

discharged mass to the relief tank is approximately 50% 

of the injected aerosol mass. 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the Marviken test facility [5] 

Table 1: Test Condition [5] 

Injection Time (s) Flow Condition 

Steam 0 - 7080 400 ℃, 40 g/s 

CsOH 0 - 7080 70.1 g/s 

CsI 60 - 7080 11.8 g/s 

Te 240 - 7080 11.0 g/s 

3.2 CSPACE Calculation 

A heat transfer phenomenon between the steam and 

walls from the pressurizer to the pipe L06 in the 

Marviken test facility was simulated by the CSPACE as 

a transient case for 7080 s with a time step size of 0.01 

to 0.1 s. A nodalization for the CPACE analysis was 

constructed with a total of 32 cells. In the nodalization, 

1 cells are used for the pressurizer, 4 cells for the pipe 

L04, 10 cells for the pipe L05, and 15 cells for the pipe 

L06. The elbow with 1 cell was located between the 

horizontal pipe and the vertical pipes. The measured 

wall temperatures were given as boundary conditions 

for the CPACE calculation. The predicted temperature, 

pressure, and velocity by the CSPACE are shown in Fig. 

2. The CSPACE accurately predicted the measured

steam temperature between the top and bottom regions 

in the pressurizer, and the steam temperature at the pipe 

L05 with an error range of approximately 10%. The 

predicted steam velocities at the pressurizer and the 

pipes are approximately 0.026 m/s and approximately 

1.2 – 1.7 m/s, respectively. 

(a) Temperature at PZR 

(b) Temperature at Pipe L05 

(c) Steam Velocity at PZR and Pipes 

Fig. 2. CSPACE Calculation Results 

3.3 SIRIUS Calculation 

The SIRIUS analysis was simultaneously performed 

to predict the deposited aerosol mass on the walls 

during the aerosol transportation from the pressurizer to 

the pipe L06 in the Marviken test facility using the 

thermal-hydraulic results at each time step by the 

CSPACE calculation. The aerosol removal models of 

Pipe L05 

Pipe L06 

Pipe L04 
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the SIRIUS code applied on each component in the 

Marviken test facility are shown in Table 2. The 

SIRIUS results (Fig. 3 and Table 3) show that the 

calculated aerosol airborne mass accurately predicts the 

measured data with an error range of approximately 3%. 

In addition, the calculated aerosol deposition mass at 

the PZR and pipe L05 predict the test data with an error 

range of approximately 30%. This uncertainty is not 

large when considering the aerosol loss in the test. 

Fig. 3. Airborne Aerosol Mass in the PZR 

Table 2: Application Conditions of Aerosol Removal 

Models in the SIRIUS Calculation 

Table 3: SIRIUS Results for the Marviken Test-2b 

4. Conclusions

A numerical analysis by the simultaneous calculation 

of the SIRIUS and CSPACE codes was performed 

against the aerosol transport test conducted at the 

Marviken test facility. The SIRIUS code accurately 

predicted the deposited aerosol mass on the walls with 

an error range of approximately 30%. As a further work, 

the validation of the SIRIUS and CSPACE codes will 

be performed for an aerosol behavior in the integral test 

facility. 
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Test SIRIUS Difference [%] 

Deposited 

Aerosol Mass 

on the PZR 

Wall [kg] 

Cs 23.55 18.02 -23.4 

I 2.18 1.53 -29.8 

Te 4.32 2.94 -31.9 

Deposited 

Aerosol Mass 

on the Pipe L05 

Wall [kg] 

Cs 2.64 2.62 -0.7 

I 0.23 0.22 -4.3 

Te 0.19 0.42 +12.1 

Discharged 

Aerosol Mass to 

Relief Tank [kg] 

Cs 30.45 39.73 +30.4 

I 2.42 3.40 +40.4 

Te 5.33 6.65 +24.7 

Ratio of 

injected aerosol 

to recovered 

aerosol [%] 

Cs 92.00 100 - 

I 86.85 100 - 

Te 93.76 100 - 
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